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DISTRICT DEFENSE SPENDING CONTINUES TO RISE

Business conditions in the Ninth Federal Reserve District remained

at high levels in the early part of 1968. The strong upsurge in business

activity within the district reflects the rapid increase in aggregate demand

that is occurring generally throughout the nation. In fact, the vigorous rate

of activity observed so far this year seems to add a great deal of credibility

to the “consensus” forecasts made earlier in the year which predicted a growth

in the total output of goods and services of about 7 percent over 1967.

One of the stimulants to this strong growth in business activity,

both in the district as well as the nation, has been the high level of govern-

ment expenditures - defense in particular. A partial indicator of the impact

of defense spending on the district economy is the volume of prime contracts
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issued by the Defense Department. In the last half of 1967 alone, business firms

in the district were awarded prime defense contracts valued at $340 million - a

15 percent increase above the corresponding period one year earlier.

This high level of defense spending is, in turn, reflected in employment

growth in the manufacturing sector of the district. Over the past 12 month period

(ending in February) the trend line growth rate for employment in manufacturing

was in excess of 5 percent; and a disaggregation of the manufacturing data shows

that the technically oriented industries (i.e., those most likely to receive

defense contracts) have given the main impetus to the overall rate of growth.

CROP ACREAGES EXPECTED TO DECLINE

Ninth district farmers are planning a slight decrease in 1968 crop

acreage.saccording to the March 1 U.S. Department of Agriculture planting

intentions report. Significant acreagereductions in all district states

are expected in spring wheat, corn and soybeans. An important increase in

durum wheat is expected, however, and smaller gains are likely in oats, barley

and flax acreages. In all, district farmers are planning to put 53.1 million

acres into crops, down 4 percent from the 1967 total.

District acreage planted to corn is expected to run about 9 million

acres - a 14 percent decrease compared to 1967 plantings. Nationwide, acreS

planted to corn are expected to be 8 percent less than last year. The district

cutback in corn acreage is a reflection of dry moisture conditions in Southern

Minnesota and South Dakota, and participation in government diversion programs.

Soybean acreage is expected to drop to 4 million acres from the 4.3 million

planted last year. This is a 6 percent decrease for the district compared to

1967. A four percent decrease is anticipated in Minnesota - the district’s

foremost soybean producing state - while decreases of 20 and 11 percent are

expected in North and South Dakota, respectively. A sharp reduction in spring

wheat acreage is also anticipated throughout the district.. The 8.9 million

acres that the district’s farmers are intending to plant represent a 12 percent

decrease compared to 1967 plantings. A thirteen percent cutback is expected in

North Dakota - the district’s primary spring wheat producing state. The only

crop where a substantial increase in acres is likely to occur is durum wheat.

District wide, about 3.4 million acres are expected to be planted - a 20 percent

increase over 1967. Acreage will be up 50 percent in Minnesota, 20 percent in

North and South Dakota, and 15 percent in Montana. The shift toward durum wheat
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is largely attributable to relatively favorable prices for that particular class

of wheat.

CREDIT EXPANSIONCONTINUES TO SLOW

The pace of credit (loans and investments) expansion at district banks,

already at a snail pace during February, slowed even further during March. The

sharp slowdown observed in the last two months is not unique to the district -

banks throughout the nation have experienced a similar trend. Continued softness

in the demand for loans and a sharp decline in holdings of U.S. Government securities

contributed to the weakness in district bank credit during March. The drop in loan

demand, for the most part, was confined to the large city banks. Business loans

at these banks, which have been unusually sluggish thus far in 1968, did not

advance at all during March. Holdings of municipal and agency securities at

district banks as a whole continued to expand at an unusually rapid pace during

March; but these holdings do not compose a large enough portion of the total credit

picture to have had more than a partially offsetting effect to the general softness

in other sectors.

Total deposit growth at district banks also slowed perceptibly during

March. Most of this was accounted for by a sharp contraction in the growth rate

of demand deposits. The rate of time deposit inflow, however, also declined in

March. This occurred primarily at large city banks which experienced a sizable

slowdown in consumer-type time deposits as well as a small outflow of large

negotiable certificates of deposits - movements which evidence the growing

attractiveness of alternative investment opportunities outside the banking system.
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A general feeling of uncertainty was the prevailing attitude expressed by Ninth

district agricultural bankers responding to the April 1 farm credit conditions

survey. A variety of factors has tended to dampen the overall outlook in the

next few months. The primary causes for concern center around low commodity

price expectations .and dry soil conditions in Minnesota and South Dakota.

Farm Income Situation - The survey left little question as to the impact of

present price levels on farm income, as nearly 50 percent of the bankers reported

that current farm incomes were below those of a year ago. Prospects for higher

livestock prices during the next few months, however, provided some basis for an

expected improvement in income - perhaps to year ago levels - during the second

quarter. The farm spending pattern reflects the uncertain income Situation with

spending reported to be at or below last years level. Farmers are reported to

be especially cautious in terms of larger financial commitments.

Demand For Farm Loans - The demand for farm credit is reported as strong but

little changed from the first of the year. The demand for credit to refinance

outstanding debt is reported to be above normal by one-third of the bankers and,

given the income situation, is expected to be a major reason for borrowing in

the coming months. While the demand for long-term real estate credit is generally

at or above normal levels, some drop in demand is expected during the second

quarter. This anticipated shift is caused, according to the bankers, by a

combination of high land prices, increasing long-term interest rates and lower

farm incomes. Inspite of current farm credit pressures the bankers indicated

an ample supply of funds available to meet the financial needs of the farmers.

Farm Loan Interest Rates - Interest rates on farm loans are continuing their

upward spiral, as the proportion of bankers charging from 7-8 percent on both

short and long-term loans have generally increased. Long-term rates, however,

appear to have moved upward at a faster pace during recent months than have

short-term rates. This is due, apparently, to recent increases in interest

charges by non-banking lending agencies.


